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THE ARC OF AMBITION

Source: Updated from Fransen et al. (2017). “Enhancing NDCs by 2020: Achieving the Goals of
the Paris Agreement.” Working Paper. Washington, DC: World Resources Institute.

LINKAGES BETWEEN COMMON TIME FRAME AND
THE GLOBAL STOCKTAKE
• If Parties have different time frames…
‒ Can the GST equitably reflect progress on action and support when
countries are at different points in their NDC cycles (when some Parties
would conclude their NDC, others would be in middle of implementation)?

• If Parties have ten-year time frames…
‒ Each GST may not reflect the achievement of NDCs
‒ Can updating NDCs, rather than communicating successive NDCs, best
incorporate the outcomes of the GST?

• Five-year time frames match with five-year cycles of the GST (Article
14.2) and NDC communication (Article 4.11)

LINKAGES BETWEEN COMMON TIME FRAMES
AND ARTICLE 6
More complex market
mechanisms under the Paris
Agreement
• Greater supply and demand with
broader trading
• Two-way offsetting
• More sectors (CORSIA)
• Continuing MRV challenges –
especially from developing
countries
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COMMON TIME FRAME TO ACCOUNT AND ASSESS
PROGRESS EFFECTIVELY
The Basics
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The period of implementation is different
for A and B?
The NDC end date is not synchronized
with the vintage?
We leave the way credits are applied to
NDCs unclear for a long period of time
(e.g., 10 years)? Do we risk adherence
to the principles of environmental
integrity and the need to avoid double
counting?
We know the risks from past
experiences, let alone when taking
account emissions from land use and
forestry

DOMESTIC ADJUSTMENT:
THE NDC PLAN-IMPLEMENT-REVIEW 5-YEAR CYCLE
•

Better understanding and acceleration of
collective progress towards Paris
Agreement goals.

•

On the basis of science and equity,
taking into account the outcome of the
GST every five years.

•

A shorter time frame enables countries
to be responsive to technological,
economical, and societal changes, needs,
and opportunities.

•

Countries are already adjusting
their governance/institutional structures.

CONCLUSION
• A decision on common time frames can
either
‒ Facilitate and boost the implementation and
outcome of elements of the Paris Agreement
like the global stocktake, Article 6, enhanced
transparency framework, or
‒ Complicate and undermine the effective
implementation of the Paris Agreement.

• In a state of climate emergency, to
facilitate implementation of the Paris
Agreement, can we
‒ Wait beyond COP26 to close this issue?
‒ Identify a productive and safe solution?
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